KILLS CALIFORNIA GROUND SQUIRRELS, MEADOW & PINE VOLES, NORWAY RATS, ROOF RATS & HOUSE MICE

RESTRICTED-USE PESTICIDE DUE TO HAZARD TO NONTARGET ORGANISMS

For retail sale to and use only by Certified Applicators or persons under their direct supervision and only for those uses covered by the Certified Applicator's Certification.

ACTIVE INGREDIENT:
Diphacinone (CAS #82-66-6): 0.005%

OTHER INGREDIENTS:
99.995%

TOTAL 100.000%

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN

CAUTION

See back panels for First Aid and additional precautionary statements.
restricted use pesticide due to hazard to nontarget organisms

for retail sale and to use only by certified applicators or persons under direct supervision and for those use only covered by the certified applicator's certification

California Ground Squirrels

use restrictions: for control of ground squirrels (ground squirrels (sinapicus), burrowing gophers, and procyonid black bears) in industrial, commercial, and residential areas. see the usa at application 8. see the use of this product and the product label for instructions on how to use this product. for the use of this product in the usa, see the label instructions for the use of this product in the usa.

ground broadcast application: broadcast by hand or commercial sprayer, only within 100 ft of a man-made structure and only in commercial situations. see the use of this product in the usa, see the label instructions for the use of this product in the usa.

fish toxic organisms: for control of ground squirrels (ground squirrels (sinapicus), burrowing gophers, and procyonid black bears) in industrial, commercial, and residential areas. see the use of this product in the usa, see the label instructions for the use of this product in the usa.

ground broadcast application: broadcast by hand or commercial sprayer, only within 100 ft of a man-made structure and only in commercial situations. see the use of this product in the usa, see the label instructions for the use of this product in the usa.
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fruit tree organisms: for control of ground squirrels (ground squirrels (sinapicus), burrowing gophers, and procyonid black bears) in industrial, commercial, and residential areas. see the use of this product in the usa, see the label instructions for the use of this product in the usa.
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fruit tree organisms: for control of ground squirrels (ground squirrels (sinapicus), burrowing gophers, and procyonid black bears) in industrial, commercial, and residential areas. see the use of this product in the usa, see the label instructions for the use of this product in the usa.

fruit tree organisms: for control of ground squirrels (ground squirrels (sinapicus), burrowing gophers, and procyonid black bears) in industrial, commercial, and residential areas. see the use of this product in the usa, see the label instructions for the use of this product in the usa.
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